
 

 

NORTHALLERTON GROUP 
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                                          Email: Secretary@northallertonramblers.org.uk   
                                          Phone George Bateman 01609 771169                                                                                      
 

Chair’s Thoughts 

We are going through a period of change with 3 significant developments. 

Firstly and most encouragingly the numbers joining the group and the members’ walking 

each week continue to increase.2 walks each Thursday are now essential .This involves 

more walks to lead and organise especially in the summer when we add a programme of 

Tuesday evening pub walks. It is a credit to Martin as walks secretary and the record 

number of leaders that we have been able to put together a complete programme through to 

the end of September. 

Secondly the development of our web facilities, led by Ian as Webmaster is changing the 

way we put together and publicise the programme. Our web site is now by far the best 

place to get details of our walks especially for last minute changes. With a larger 

programme there will be more changes .This also reduces the effectiveness of the previous 

six monthly printed programme. However we know that not everyone has web access and 

so we will continue to provide a printed programme to those who need it but only for a 3 

month period. Ian has recruited David Humphries as his webmaster assistant. Welcome 

aboard Dave! 

Thirdly, and less encouragingly, we have increasing concern about the maintenance of the 

footpaths we rely on for our walks. Spending cuts are impacting on the money for both 

path maintenance and the rights of way staffing levels. This is most acute in the Hambleton 

area where we “look after” paths on behalf of Ramblers. John, our footpath officer adds 

more detail later in the newsletter 

My thanks to everyone for all you do you do for the Group 

Enjoy walking                                                                        Alan Harper 

 

Role of the Newsletter  

With increasing use of the web site and an increasing proportion of the Group having web 

access it raises questions about the purpose of the Newsletter. In particular with the 

development of the password protected “Members Area” on the web site there seems little 

“news” to put in the newsletter. Nevertheless we have decided to continue with the 

newsletter in fairness to Members who do not have web access. It will be shorter than in 

the past .If Members want more information on a topic please do not hesitate to phone our 

secretary George Bateman.  

Please let us have your views on this. 

 

Area AGM 

The Northallerton Group hosted the South Durham and North Yorkshire Area AGM in 

March and used one of our Northallerton Walks for the pre AGM walk. Benedict 

Southworth Ramblers Chief Executive was our guest speaker. He is clearing grappling 

with lots of change nationally with the reduction in public sector funding, seeking to 

increase Ramblers membership and change the way in which Ramblers operates 
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Tea Shops 

Ending our walks with tea and scones has become a group tradition with Leaders often 

getting more flak for their choice of tea shop than for the walk itself. We are also regularly 

contacted by new tea shops. In the last few months we have been made aware of   

High Paradise Farm on the Cleveland Way near Boltby Bank              Boltby Village Hall   

Fletchers Farm Woodhouse Lane Great Ayton                 Abbey Tea Rooms Byland Abbey                                      

 

Web Site 

To maximise the benefit of the web site please  

- Use the Members Area. If you have forgotten your password please contact Ian. Note this 

is a different password from that to submit a future walk via Walkfinder 

- Use the “Submit a walk” facility in the Walking drop down box to  put forward a future 

walk at any time So you can reccy a walk now  , in the summer for the winter period. 

- Make walk preparation easier by using the Walk Planner facility which is also under the 

walks icon. In particular its mapping gives exact grid references and walk lengths 

- Use Ramblers Walkfinder to find a  Ramblers walk “anywhere /anytime” .As a member 

you can join any of these walks 

- Use Ramblers Routes for walk ideas and the web generally just google “Walks at ….” 

 

Reminder 

If you book a holiday with Ramblers Worldwide Holidays please give details of the 

Group at the time of booking. Under their Walking Partnership a donation is then made 

to the Group. 

Forthcoming Group Events  

Austria 24 June – 1 July                           St Cuthbert’s Way     26 -30 July 

Day trip to Keswick   17 September        Barbecue   3.00, pm onwards Tuesday 21st July    

 

Footpaths Officer Report  

Our Council (NYCC)   has started to implement how it will operate with a reduced rights 

of way budget but the revised policies will not be known until September. 

They plan to operate at the minimum standards permissible to achieve their statuary 

responsibilities with much reduced staffing levels eg they will no longer subsidise 

landowners to divert rights of way , install stiles and gates etc. The necessary maintenance 

to remove obstructions will inevitably take longer. If you require guidance on legal 

standards please ring me (01642 7601960) 

BIGPATHWATCH –This is Ramblers planned national survey on the state of footpaths 

which is to start in July. Ramblers and, indeed Members of the public generally will be 

asked to survey all the paths in a square kilometre. This will be done in a standardised 

format which can be either paper based or use a smart phone app. More details will be 

provided when available but, given the size of our area there are many squares for you (& 

your family) to volunteer to cover.                                                         John Marshall 
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